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Scholarly Communication

The practice whereby you and your fellow scholars produce and disseminate
professional academic knowledge to advance the science of your discipline.

This entails – apart from research integrity and ethics – also disciplinary
learnedness and authorship, i.e. the procurement, assessment and knowledge of
scholarly Information and information resources; the dissemination, quality
control and authoring involved in scholarly communication; and contributing to
the canonical knowledge base through research documentation.

Module 4 in the RCR course introduces you to key elements of scholarly
communication such as publishing, authoring and authorship, including:
publication strategies, utilizing scholarly information, i.e. copyright and how to
avoid plagiarism, understanding and performing peer review, publishing in Open
Access and in social media, i.e. creative commons, ethics, understanding
research registration, bibliometry and impact.
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Open Access – more than policy!



Budapest,  OSI  (December  2001  — February  2002)
“Open  Access  Initiative”
ÞInternet  provides new  possibility!  Remove barriers:  Open  Access

1. Self-‐archiving in  open archives searchable through the  Internet
2. Open  Access  journals:  New  generation  without  (some)  copyright

limitations

Berlin,  MPS  (October 2003)
“Declaration on Open  Access  to  Knowledge in  the  Sciences  and  
Humanities”  (signed by  e.g.  CNRS,  CERN,  funders,  universities ...)
ÞDefinition  of  an  Open  Access  publication:  

1. Free,  permanent,  global  right  to  use and  distribution,  if citing
2. A  complete version  put  in  an  online  repository.  

Open Access – the conceptual beginning



What  is  Open  Access?
• Scholarly  literature  that  is  free  to  read;  immediately  &  permanently
• Stem  from  the  STM  preprint  culture  – especially  physics  …

Two  forms
• Self-‐archiving  by  the  author  in  an  online  repository  or  website  (aka.  

Green Open  Access)
• Published  in  a  journal  free  to  the  reader  (aka.  OA  Publishing)

Open  Access  Publishing
• Two  forms  exist  for  >  9000  electronic  journals  (cf.  DOAJ.org)
• Completely  free  of  charge  (~  2/3  of  all  journals)
• Golden OA  Publishing:  Demands  author’s  fee  /  charge  e.g.  ~  $1000  

Scam  journals  prey  on  Open  Access:
Jeffrey  Beall’s  list  of  potential  predatory open-‐access publishers:  
http://scholarlyoa.com/publishersÞ be  careful  out  there!

Open Access – modus 



Possible  advantages  – strongly  dependent  on  field  of  science  …

Early  access:  Faster  access  to  research  results
Faster  application
Faster  (and  more)  citations
Good  for  research  with  short  period  of  relevance  /  lifetime

Permanent  access:  Stabile  and  long  term  access
Þ Older  research  is  easily  accessible
Þ Research  is  accessible  despite  changes  in  licensing  /  publisher
Þ permanent  URLs  /  IDs

Free  access:  No  license  barriers
No  payment  to  read  (neither  subscription  or  single  article)
No  troublesome  license  negotiations  /  expensive  prices
Accessible  to  all  potential  users

Impact  advantage:  Easier  to  read,  easier  to  use,  easier  to  cite?

Open Access – advantages? 



Universities
Some  universities  have  strict  mandates  (i.e.  you  must):  e.g.  DTU,  CBS  …

Funders
Several  research  councils  and  funders  have  mandates:  e.g.  ESF,  NIH,  H2020

Danish  Research  Councils policy  (all  national  funding):

• The  grant  holder  is  (..)  requested  to  parallel-‐publish  a  digital  version  of  
the  final,  peer-‐reviewed  scientific  article  …

• The  article  which  is  a  result  of  full  or  part  financing  by  research  councils  
(..)  must  be  parallel-‐published  in  an  institutional  or  subject-‐specific  
repository,  i.e.  a  digital  archive.

• Government policy:  80  %  OA  in  2017,  100  %  in  2022!

Open Access – policies
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Academic Social Networking Sites and Social Media

“New” publishing possibilities for scholars …

Social Media can benefit both authors and editors
• Connect you to your peers and like-minded
• Promote you, your organization, your publications, data, ideas etc.
• Shape your “online image” J

Social Networking Sites and Search Engines
• Social networks are sites are weighted high by webcrawlers: LinkedIn, 

Twitter, and Facebook appear earlier in search results 
• The more actively involved you are in social networks, the more people will 

see what you want them to see when they search for you (like e.g. your 
publications).

Which Social Networking Sites are the most important?
The landscape is changing on a daily basis: Facebook is currently receiving as 

much traffic as Google, but MySpace, popular earlier on, is hardly used. 

Þ You should choose yourself, but also be flexible and adaptable…



General Social Networking Sites, examples…

Short texts and links:
• LinkedIN
• Twitter
• Facebook

Other Academic Social Networking Sites, examples to check out
• Academia.edu (papers)
• ResearchGate (mostly papers)
• Figshare (ORCID compliable)
• Zenodo (papers and data)
• Mendeley (papers, but also a reference tool)

Enhancing outreach: Use the synergy between Social Media and Open Access 
(links/images)!

Academic Social Networking Sites and Social Media



Twitter
• Typically, users talk about what they are currently up to, recommend URLs for 

their followers to check out, and upload pictures and videos. 
• For organizations, authors and editors, Twitter provides a cheap and meaningful 

approach to reach a digital audience, and market your work to them on a more 
personal level.

• It is important for a Twitter account to always be active with new tweets, so 
do not start an account to post unless you have the time to tweet at least 1-2x 
daily.

What to tweet?
• Tweet about a conference you are attending
• Answer people’s questions, be a part of the conversation
• Tweet your new paper, data, graph, ideas using LINK
• Use # and @
• Do not tweet every new article that is online, and that your new journal issue 

is out and nothing else - Bottom line: No shameless promotion

Academic Social Networking Sites and Social Media



ResearchGate.net



ResearchGate.net
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IMPACT?



A couple of notes on bibliometrics…

“The branch of library science concerned with the application of
mathematical and statistical analysis to bibliography; the
statistical analysis of books, articles, or other publications.” 

(Oxford English Dictionary Online)

Bibliometrics is quantitative measures and analysis used to assess research 
productivity or outcome i.e. IMPACT!

Types of bibliometrics?

• Citation analysis
• Alternative metrics 

Author IDs and impact control



Bibliometrics traditionally » citation analysis

Metrics
• Publication counts
• Citation analysis
• Derived citation parameters: JIF, h-index etc.

Generally accepted:
• citations received indicates impact (good or bad – there’s no sign)
• citation analysis can be used to measure the impact of a publication
• citations patterns vary according to research field
• citations take time to accumulate

A citation does not represent the reason
it was given. It may represent criticism
or be “self-promoting”, e.g. self citation.

Author IDs and impact control



New and alternative forms of bibliometrics ® “alt. metrics”

Metrics
• Viewed – e.g. HTML views and PDF downloads
• Discussed – e.g. journal comments, science blogs,and other social media
• Saved – e.g. Mendeley, CiteULike and other social bookmarks
• Cited – e.g. citations 
• Recommended – e.g. F1000. 

Generally:
• altmetrics indicates influence or engagement
• altmetrics is not yet a standard
• altmetrics counts are less transparent than citations
• altmetrics can be a supplement to citations.

Altmetrics – like citations – can be subjected to“gaming”!

Author IDs and impact control
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Author IDs and impact control

A fundamental problem
A particular author's contribution to the scientific literature can be difficult to 
grasp, e.g. because: 
• most personal names are not unique because they change themselves (e.g. in 

connection with marriage)
• there are cultural differences in the order of names
• using abbreviations on first name inconsistently 
• of different alphabets etc. 
• data in e.g. Web of Knowledge, Scopus and Google Scholar is retrieved from 

the original sources, i.e. articles, books etc. 
• Name and affiliation of the author in the databases will appear as it did on the 

original source. Any incorrect information will be recorded in the database.

What can you do?
• Use the same syntax of your name on all your publications
• make sure your publications contains a correct affiliation to the university
• Register an author ID that complies with the relevant databases!



Author IDs and impact control

ORCID

Open Researcher and Contributor ID

• an open standard for uniquely identify scientists and science writers
• based on Thomson Reuter’s ResearcherID
• links an authors’ ResearcherID and Scopus ID (Elsevier)

I.e. ORCID is a kind of social security number for publishing, and can be 
used as a unique and persistent identity, e.g. corresponding to DOI for 
digital objects, articles etc.

http://orcid.org



Author IDs and impact control



Author IDs and impact control

orcid.dk
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Open Access Research Support Services 

General support regarding Scholarly Publishing …



Open Access Research Support Services 

General support regarding Scholarly Publishing …



Pure Green Open Access

General support regarding Scholarly Publishing …



Pure Green Open Access



Golden Open Access Memberships

Open Access memberships …



Golden Open Access Memberships

Open  Access  memberships  …

Treated  internally  as  subscriptions  within  budget  for  e-‐resources.

Current  memberships:

• BioMed Central  (15  %  reduction)
• BMJ  Case  Reports  (free  for  SDU)
• SpringerOpen (15  %  reduction)
• Chemistry  Central  (15  %  reduction)
• The  Electrochemical  Society  (free  for  SDU)
• F1000  Research  (10  %  reduction)
• PNAS  (10  %  reduction)
• Royal  Society  of  Chemistry  (11  free  articles  for  SDU)
• SCOAP3  journals  (free  publishing  for  Danish  researchers).



Golden APC Open Access Funding

Open Access Fund …
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The END

Questions?


